Learning Outcomes

This is a sentence completion exercise.

At the end of the course, the successful student will know and be able to:

A. Operate audio/video equipment at a basic level of competency expected of digital journalists such as colour balancing, lighting, shot composition, audio clarity, and editing

B. Troubleshoot technical malfunctions
   - Suggest and apply solutions for recording in difficult audio or visual conditions e.g. on location shoots

C. Script a range of different stories and match script with audio/video

D. Meet deadlines in individual and group assignments
   - Select and cover stories with societal significance

E. Demonstrate integrated A/V skillset (e.g. shooting, editing and presenting a finished television or web report)

F. Work in a team environment on group projects such as a studio production
   - Design, schedule and implement a studio production

G. Evaluate and critique the creative and aesthetic aspects of A/V production
   - Utilize creative and aesthetic practices in video/audio acquisition and editing techniques expected in DJ

H. Propose ways A/V production techniques can enhance future assignments and participation in DJ activities

Characteristics of a University of Windsor Graduate

A U of Windsor graduate will have the ability to demonstrate:

A. the acquisition, application and integration of knowledge

B. research skills, including the ability to define problems and access, retrieve and evaluate information (information literacy)

C. critical thinking and problem-solving skills

D. literacy and numeracy skills

E. responsible behaviour to self, others and society

F. interpersonal and communications skills

G. teamwork, and personal and group leadership skills

H. creativity and aesthetic appreciation

I. the ability and desire for continuous learning